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Digital Scholarly Editions and Visualisations
●
●
●
●
●
●

Digital Scholarly Editions sometimes include visualisations of the data they
contain but more often than not this is limited to static visualisations
Most commonly page images, basic charts, timelines, social networks, and
extracted tables of information
When they exist, they all use different technologies for processing and display
Often these are fixed visualisations: readers are unable to truly change the
parameters or interact with the data
Usually these visualisations work only on the originating website, they can’t
easily be embedded in articles reviewing them
Often the concentration is on the display/presentation of the editor’s viewpoint
and conclusions rather than exposing the data for further query or ongoing
analysis by readers

Digital Data to be Extracted
●
●
●

Purely digital editions sometimes present one or two visualisations to highlight
the interests of those creating the editions;
Many editors often think they have ‘only text’, not ‘data’; but the structures
created by the edition contain more data than they think
Where feasible all digital editions should at least freely expose:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

●

Full copies of underlying data available at a stable URL in interchange formats like TEI XML
easily addressable at word level
The project-specific schema, TEI ODD Customisation file, or other machine-processable
schema as part of project metadata and documentation
Extracted data on any named entities (people, places, organizations, works, etc.)
Individual and combined witnesses (in multi-witness editions), and data necessary for
generation of stemmata codicum
Wordlists of distinct (at least) orthographic words and references to them
Exported lists of distinct abbreviations and expansions, and references to them
Pre-calculated statistics on any significant markup structures

Data such as these should be considered low-hanging fruit, easy to produce,
freely available, and enable secondary studies, comparison of editions, re-use
of data

University of Oxford: Interactive Data Network
●
●

A new service at the University of Oxford to provide support, training, and
consultancy for interactive data visualisations
visualisations built on with consistent set of standard technologies such as:
○
○
○
○

●
●
●
●
●

the R programming language
the Shiny web application framework
open source packages and plugins
javascript visualisation libraries

All data and visualisation code is released openly
visualisations hosted on shinyapps.io and hosting provided to University of
Oxford members as part of the service
Data able to be read from many different repositories (institutional, Figshare,
Zenodo, Google, Zotero)
Workshops, training materials, how-tos, reading lists, and fully working
examples provided for many different forms of data as case studies
Not really ‘digital editions’ as we usually perceive them but DSEs should
embed visualisations like this

IDN Modular Infrastructure

iFrame

Cultures of Knowledge Case Study
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cultures of Knowledge: Networking the Republic of Letters, 1550-1750
CoK uses digital methods & interactive visualisations to reassemble &
interpret the early modern correspondence networks
Mellon-funded project running since 2009
Created Early Modern Letters Online (EMLO) as a union catalogue of
sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and eighteenth-century correspondence
This case study visualised a subset of 1695 individuals correspondences from
the EMLO dataset, stored in the FigShare repository
Uses social network diagrams and datatables of extracted information
This was used as part of an EU COST Network Workshop
More: http://idn.web.ox.ac.uk/article/cultures-knowledge-case-study

German Migrant Letters Case Study
●
●

Interactive visualisation of the correspondence network between German
migrants in the 19th and 20th Century
Tracking correspondence networks, specifically geolocation of the sender and
recipient provides data for:
○
○
○

●
●

Filter by date, toggle individual families
Publication arising from and embedding the visualisation: “Writing home: how
German immigrants found their place in the US”
○
○
○

●

USA choropleth map
Letter routes (sender and destination addressee)
Migrant family locations in Germany

Had thousands of tracked article reads in handful of months
Some readers citing the visualisations as what convinced them to contact the researcher to
get the underlying data
Maps used as convincing aspects of a (now accepted) book proposal (and more visualisations
will accompany the book)

More: http://idn.web.ox.ac.uk/article/german-migrant-letters

Oxford Roman Economy Project Case Study
●

●

●

The Oxford Roman Economy Project aims to study and curate the
fundamentals of the Roman imperial project across all major economic
activities.
This case study sought to investigate the cartographic and comparative
visualisation capabilities of Shiny as a tool for exploring two subsets of the
OxRep database - shipwrecks and mines.
You can filter maps and charts by date, on charts you can:
○
○
○

●

●

Group by country / province / mine name
Count by metals / mining techniques / number of mines
Stack by percent / number of mines

Underlying OxREP databases are currently being reformulated but
visualisations are planned on their databases of the Karanis Tax Rolls;
Roman Mines; Olive Oil and Wine Presses; Shipwrecks; Stone Quarries;
Water Technology, with more in the works.
More: http://idn.web.ox.ac.uk/article/oxford-roman-economy-project-case-study

Online Labour Index Case Study
●
●
●

●
●
●

The Online Labour Index (OLI) is the first economic indicator that provides an
online gig economy equivalent of conventional labour market statistics
It measures the utilization of online labour across countries and occupations
by tracking the number of projects and tasks in real time
This case study sought to provide an interactive dashboard for tracking the
change in the OLI overtime and broken down by occupation and worker
location
It provides timeline graphs filterable by date, occupation, country, and a
stacked chart able to be grouped by top 5 or 25 countries and occupation
As a result the data was used in a Guardian Newspaper article
More: http://idn.web.ox.ac.uk/article/online-labour-index-case-study

Releasing Code and Data Openly
●

Where possible everything is released openly with CC (or similar) license:
○
○
○

●

Who can display the visualisation is not controlled, this means that:
○
○
○
○

●

●

R code for the Shiny app
Data underlying the visualisation
Templates for how to create this visualisation for yourself
The academic can display it in their project’s webpages
And their department/college website (with no extra effort)
Reviewers can embed it in the review
National press can embed it in online articles

Interactive visualisations help to bridge the data gap by giving human
understandable views on the data that are able to be manipulated but also
linking back to that data to enable those interested to find it
Increasingly funding bodies are insisting the publications from their funded
research publish the data that leads to the conclusion (and thus data journals
are appearing and can be the data source for visualisations)

Oxford University Press: DataViz Project
●
●
●

Joint project between Interactive Data Network and OUP
Aim is to enable publication of interactive visualisations in OUP journal
articles in a sustainable manner
Paper as case study:
○
○
○
○
○
○

Paper Title: Comparison of genetic variants in matched samples using thesaurus annotation
Authors: Tomasz Konopka, Sebastian M.B. Nijman
DOI: doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btv654
Data Deposit: https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4555441.v1 (all data within these visualsiations is made available here)
Visualisation Developer: Martin John Hadley
Motivation: Calling changes in DNA, e.g. as a result of somatic events in cancer, requires analysis of multiple matched
sequenced samples. Events in low-mappability regions of the human genome are difficult to encode in variant call files and
have been under-reported as a result. However, they can be described accurately through thesaurus annotation—a technique
that links multiple genomic loci together to explicate a single variant.

●

Creating policies for issues such as how best to embed the visualisation,
ongoing maintenance for these, and whether it should be permanently
interactive (or only for a set number of years, replaced with static image later)

Where Does the Data Live?
For the Interactive Data Network we are exploring a wide variety of data sources:
●

Data Repositories
○
○
○

●

Hosted Databases
○
○
○

●

DOI-providing data preservation archives; Rich metadata containers; APIs
ORA Data (UOxford Institutional Data Repository), Centre for Open Science, FigShare,
Zenodo, etc.
Potential for embargoes where required
Provide hosted databases with SQL-based query access over ODBC or similar
Institutional databases, cloud-hosted services such as Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web
Services, Google Cloud and others
Full access control lists by various criteria (for those with access to write, or grab the raw data)

File Hosting Services
○
○
○
○

Flat file hosting services ranging from sync-and-share services to static file repositories
Services such Dropbox, Google Drive, etc.
Potential limitation on size of dataset
Potentially controlled access depending on service

Long-term Preservation and Interactive
Visualisations
●

One of the problems with interactive visualisations is that they require
infrastructure that needs to be maintained
○
○
○
○

●
●
●

●

The site hosting the project/edition needs to continue to be able to embed the visualisation
The visualisation engine still needs to be running
The data source still needs to be available
The various javascript and other libraries need to be updated (in cases of security updates)

Most of these are slightly mitigated by institutional adoption but this is not a
guarantee
While the service runs it provides an unlimited account on ShinyApps.io
Data should be deposited in well-known repositories for long-term
preservation (we recommend our own institutional repository, FigShare, and
Zenodo)
For some publications:
○
○

Static image links to interactive visualization
Interactive visualization eventually replaced with static figure

Digital Scholarly Editions and Data
●
●

●
●

We need to admit that our digital scholarly editions contain a lot of useful data
other than the edited text
We need not only to expose the underlying data of our editions, but also
adjunct derivable resources, and present these all in a visually communicative
but interactive manner
We need to plan for obsolescence of all our digital tools and outputs in such a
manner that the intellectual endeavour does not need to be repeated
We need to work collaboratively to meet these and similar challenges
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